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ABSTRACT

Gene targeting refers to the alteration of a specific
DNA sequence in an endogenous gene at its original
locus in the genome by homologous recombination.
Through a gene-targeting procedure with positive–
negative selection, we previously reported the
generation of fertile transgenic rice plants with a
positive marker inserted into the Adh2 gene by
using an Agrobacterium-mediated transformation
vector containing the positive marker flanked by
two 6-kb homologous segments for recombination.
We describe here that base changes within the
homologous segments in the vector could be effi-
ciently transferred into the corresponding genomic
sequences of rice recombinants. Interestingly, a few
sequences from the host genome were flanked
by the changed sequences derived from the vector
in most of the recombinants. Because a single-
stranded T-DNA molecule in Agrobacterium-
mediated transformation is imported into the plant
nucleus and becomes double-stranded, both single-
stranded and double-stranded T-DNA intermediates
can serve in gene-targeting processes. Several
alternative models, including the occurrence of the
mismatch correction of heteroduplex molecules
formed between the genomic DNA and either a
single-stranded or double-stranded T-DNA inter-
mediate, are compared to explain the observation,
and implications for the modification of endogenous
genes for functional genomic analysis by gene
targeting are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Gene targeting (GT) refers to the alteration of a specific
DNA sequence in an endogenous gene at its original locus

in the genome by homologous recombination (HR) and,
often, to the conversion of the endogenous gene into a
designed sequence, i.e. base changes or gene disruptions
through gene replacements. Various approaches to GT in
flowering plants have been attempted with only limited
success (1–8). Plants with the anticipated base changes in
the PPO and ALS genes were reproducibly isolated by
selecting acquired herbicide resistance (9,10). Transgenic
plants with targeted gene disruptions by the insertion of
either the selectable hpt gene or the visually screenable
GFP gene were repeatedly obtained by their expected
phenotypes (11–13). In each of these GT events,
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was used. Two
consecutive crossovers are thought to occur at the flanking
homologous regions of the selective/screenable sequences
on the T-DNA-based vectors and their corresponding
genomic regions. While a non-selective base change
(silent mutation) was introduced into the PPO and ALS
genes adjacent to the specific base changes conferring her-
bicide resistance in order to distinguish HR from sponta-
neous mutagenesis events (9,10), no systematic analysis of
non-selective base changes at the flanking homologous
segments for crossovers in HR has been reported.
We have developed a reproducible GT procedure with

positive–negative selection and succeeded in obtaining fer-
tile transgenic rice plants with the Waxy or Adh2 gene
disrupted by the insertion of the hpt gene (11,12). In the
vectors used for the transformation of embryogenic rice
calli by Agrobacterium, the hpt gene was flanked by the
Waxy or Adh2 sequences of 6.0–6.8 kb, and two inversely
oriented DT-A genes fused with strong and constitutive
promoters were placed at both ends of the T-DNA seg-
ment adjacent to its border sequences in order to eliminate
the overwhelming random integration events (e.g. Adh2;
Figure 1). No polymorphic alterations were detected
between the Waxy segments in the vector derived from
cv. Shimokita and those in the genome of cv.
Nipponbare (11). When we used the vector pJHYAd2
(12), in which the homologous Adh2 segments were
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found to carry multiple base changes, including a newly
created KpnI site (Figure 2A), six of seven targeted trans-
genic plants examined were previously found to carry the
KpnI site (12). The observation prompted us to character-
ize the Adh2 homologous regions in the genome of these
targeted transgenic rice plants, and we were able to show
the efficient transfer of base changes (point mutations)
from the vector to the rice genome. Moreover, a few
host genomic sequences were found to be flanked by the
point mutations derived from the vector in most of recom-
binants characterized. A likely explanation for the obser-
vation would be a result of the mismatch correction of
heteroduplex molecules formed between the genomic and
introduced T-DNA sequences. The results offer new
insights into the HR processes of GT with positive–nega-
tive selection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequencing of flanking homologousAdh2 segments

The vector pJHYAd2, the targeted transformed calli, and
their transgenic rice plants were described previously (12).
Sequencing of the homologous Adh2 segments in
pJHYAd2 was performed with the appropriate primers,
as described previously (11,12). PCR amplification of the
30-junction fragment (30-JF) produced by HR in either tar-
geted transformed calli or targeted transgenic plants
(Figure 1) was carried out with primers F5 and R5 (12).
Because 50-JF amplified with primers F4 and R4 (Figure 1)
had tended to be insufficient for further analysis, we modi-
fied PCR amplification by using PrimeSTAR GXL Taq
polymerase (Takara Bio, Ohtsu, Japan) with primers F4
and R4a (50-TTGGGCCACCTTTTATTACCG-30) to
obtain sufficient 50-JF (Figure 2B). The cycles of the PCR
reactions were as follows: initial denaturation (948C for
1min), 15 cycles of denaturation (988C for 10 s), annealing
and extension (668C for 15min) and then 19 cycles of dena-
turation (988C for 10 s), annealing and extension (668C for
15min with the autoextension feature to add 15 s per
cycle), and final extension (728C for 10min). To avoid
detecting PCR artifacts present as a minor fraction in
the obtained PCR-amplified fragments, direct sequencing
of the PCR-amplified fragments without cloning was

performed with the appropriate primers (11,12). For
callus #0C, which was accidentally lost during regeneration
(12), the genomic sequence was determined in the remain-
ing callus DNA. In addition, the 1.1-kb DNA segment
containing S17, S18 and S19 in transformed calli, the pri-
mary regenerated T0 plants, and their selfed progeny was
amplified using Ex Taq polymerase (Takara Bio) with
primers F7 (50-CCTAACAATCAAATTGATCTAACA
AA-30) and R7 (50-TCAATTTGTTACTATCATGTTT
CATG-30) for sequencing (Figure 2C): initial denaturation
(948C for 1min), 30 cycles of denaturation (948C for 30 s),
annealing (608C for 30 s), extension (728C for 90 s) and
final extension (728C for 10min). To confirm that the
base changes detected by directly sequencing 50-JF in T0
plants were in the heterozygous condition and segregated
into their selfed progenies, the 6.2-kb segment of the Adh2
promoter region in the T1 segregants was amplified using
LA Taq polymerase (Takara Bio) with primers F8 (50-GA
AGTTTATTTACAAAGCCGAGCAAAGAAG-30) and
R8 (50-ATCCCCCTCTTTTTCAAAGAACAAGAAA
CC-30) for sequencing (Figure 2D): initial denaturation
(948C for 1min), 15 cycles of denaturation (988C for
10 s), annealing and extension (628C for 15min), and
then 19 cycles of denaturation (988C for 10 s), annealing
and extension (628C for 15min with the autoextension
feature to add 15 s per cycle) and final extension (728C
for 10min).

To gain additional confirmation that the point muta-
tions introduced into the T0-targeted plants were trans-
mitted stably into the next generation, T1 plants with the
homozygous adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt alleles were isolated: one
plant from the line #1, one plant from the line #2 and two
plants from the line #4. Because these homozygous plants
would give unambiguous results concerning the adh2::hpt
allele, we sequenced the 1.1- and 6.2-kb regions PCR-
amplified with the primer sets F7/R7 and F8/R8,
respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Base changes on the vector pJHYAd2

The 6.2-kb fragment containing the Adh2 promoter as well
as the 6.0-kb fragment containing the Adh2 coding

Figure 1. Detection of the transfer of base changes from a vector to the rice genome in the Adh2 locus. The rice Adh2 locus on chromosome 11 contains a
Copia-like retroelement. The vector pJHYAd2 contains the 6.2-kb Adh2 promoter sequence, including a 0.1-kb 50-untranslated region, the hpt gene for
hygromycin B resistance, the 4.0-kb Adh2 region and the 2.0 kb 30 part of a Copia-like retroelement. The DT-A genes encoding the diphtheria toxin A
fragments, which are not drawn to scale, were placed as lethal negative-selection markers at both ends of T-DNA in order to efficiently eliminate
transformants carrying entire T-DNA segment(s) (7,12). The large black arrowheads with RB and LB indicate the right and left borders of T-DNA,
respectively. The targeted double crossovers at the homologous segments led to the integration of hpt into the endogenous Adh2 sequence. The horizontal
lines flanked by small arrowheads under the map represent the 50- and 30-junction fragments (50-JF and 30-JF) produced only from the disrupted adh2::hpt
alleles by PCR amplification. The filled and open circles indicate the base changes in pJHYAd2 and the corresponding genomic sequences, respectively.
Homologous crossover sites can be deduced by determining these alternative sequences in the targeted adh2::hpt alleles.
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sequence and its adjacent region including the 30 part of a
highly repetitive Copia-like retroelement in pJHYAd2
(Figure 1) was originally prepared from the cv.
Nipponbare genome by PCR amplification and was
cloned into the backbone vector pINA134 (12). The
6.2-kb Adh2 promoter region in pJHYAd2 was found to
contain 13 PCR-induced base changes consisting of 12
single-base substitutions and one single-base deletion
(Figure 2A). One of them, the T-to-C transition at S4,
generated a new KpnI site. This KpnI site was previously
shown to be transferred from pJHYAd2 into the genomes

of eight targeted transformants by Southern blot analysis
(12). The 6.0-kb Adh2 coding region bore eight base
changes with six single-base substitutions and two single-
base deletions, and two out of six single-base substitutions
resided within the Copia-like retroelement (Figure 2A).

Base changes in the genome of the targeted recombinants

Using the vector pJHYAd2, we previously reported that
nine independent transformed calli carrying the antici-
pated Adh2 disruption (Figure 1) were isolated with
a frequency of 1.9� 10–2 per surviving callus with

Figure 2. Base changes transferred from a vector to the rice genome and their transmission into the next generation. (A) Base changes found at the riceAdh2
locus of the recombinants obtained. Twenty-one base-changed sites (S1–S21) were indicated in the Adh2 homologous segments in pJHYAd2. In each site,
base changes are indicated as (genome/vector). The black boxes indicateAdh2 exons. Neither hpt norDT-A is drawn to scale. (B) Base changes of theAdh2
locus found at the targeted adh2::hpt alleles. Base changes, as determined by sequencing the 50- and 30-JFs in the heterozygously targeted T0 plants indicated
or the #0C callus, are shown under themap. The filled and open circles are as in Figure 1. The sequencing chromatogram shows the sequence containing the
base change (indicated by the brackets) at S19 of T0 plant #7 in Type 4. (C) A typical example of the heterozygously targeted callus and T0 plants displaying
a mixture of the wild-type and base-changed alleles. The 1.1-kb DNA segments amplified with primers F7 and R7 in #7 recombinants line (Type 4) are a
mixture of two fragments that differ from each other at S18 and S19, the latter of which is shown in the sequencing chromatogram. The grey circles indicate
a mixture of the wild-type and changed nucleotides. (D) Segregation of the base changes in the selfed progeny of the heterozygously targeted T0 plants.
Sequencing of the DNA segments of 6.2 kb amplified with primers F8 and R8 and those of 1.1 kb with primers F7 and R7 from lines #3, #5 and #7 bearing
the Adh2/Adh2, Adh2/adh2::hpt and adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt alleles, previously determined by Southern blot analysis (12), revealed that anticipated wild-type
or changed nucleotide sequences, indicated by the filled, grey, and open circles as well as the sequencing chromatograms represented by S19. In addition, the
base changes in lines #1, #2 and #4 carrying the adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt allele are also shown.
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positive–negative selection and that eight fertile transgenic
T0 plants (#1–#8) without ectopic events were subse-
quently obtained (12). Southern blot analysis revealed all
of them to be heterozygotes with a wild-type Adh2 allele
and a disrupted adh2 allele by the integration of hpt by
HR (Ahd2/adh2::hpt) (12). To determine the sequences of
the 6.2- and 6.0-kb homologous segments, we directly
sequenced the PCR-amplified junction fragments, 50- and
30-JFs, generated by HR. Because these JFs are produced
only from the disrupted adh2::hpt alleles, the sequences of
the adh2::hpt alleles can be determined even in the hetero-
zygous condition. According to the distribution patterns
of the base changes, nine targeted recombinants were clas-
sified into four types (Figure 2B). Two recombinants in
Type 1 showed that all base changes, together with the
selective hpt marker on pJHYAd2, were transferred to
the genome, indicating that one crossover occurred
to the left of S1 within the 1.4-kb segment and another
to the right of S21 only within the 0.4-kb segment in the
Copia-like element. Crossovers also occurred at both ter-
mini of the homologous region in four recombinants
in Type 2. However, not only the base changes from the
vector but also the plant genomic sequences were detected,
which could not be explained by two simple crossovers.
One recombinant #4 in Type 3 must have been generated
by one crossover to the left of S1 and another between S16
and S17. The remaining two recombinants in Type 4
must also have been generated through processes similar
to those in Type 2, and their right crossovers were likely to
be within the 0.4-kb region to the right of S21, whereas the
left crossover was between S4 and S5 in recombinant
#7 and between S3 and S4 in recombinant #0C. The
results clearly show that, in our GT system, point muta-
tions can be efficiently transferred from the vector to
the rice genome by HR, a notion also supported
by the results of targeted recombinants modified in one
of two rice DDM1 genes, OsDDM1a (Os09g0442700)
(7, Y. Johzuka-Hisatomi, unpublished data).
Although the junction fragments 30-JFs were generated

only from the disrupted adh2::hpt alleles in either targeted
calli or their transgenic T0 plants in the heterozygous con-
dition, such heterozygosity can be seen by sequencing the
PCR-amplified fragments produced from the wild-type
Adh2 and mutant adh2::hpt alleles together. Figure 2C
shows such examples in targeted callus #7 and its two
transgenic T0 plants obtained through multiple shoots
(11,12). The 1.1-kb PCR-amplified fragments with primers
F7 and R7 were anticipated to consist of equal amounts of
amplified fragments derived from either the wild-type
Adh2 or the mutant adh2::hpt allele. Indeed, direct sequen-
cing of the 1.1-kb PCR-amplified fragments obtained from
callus #7 and its T0 plants revealed mixtures of the two
alleles indicated by the grey circles at S18 and S19 as well
as sequencing chromatograms at S19, whereas that of the
30-JF from callus #7 or its T0 plants showed only the
mutant allele indicated by the filled circles at S18 and
S19 as well as a sequencing chromatogram at S19
(Figure 2B and C).
The base changes in the fertile T0 heterogenotes must

have been co-segregated with the disrupted adh2::hpt
mutation in the selfed T1 progeny. We showed previously

that the adh2::hpt mutation in T0 heterozygous lines #3,
#5 and #7 was transmitted into the next generation in a
Mendellian fashion and that the genomic structures of the
segregated T1 plants with the homozygous Adh2/Adh2
alleles, the heterozygous Adh2/adh2::hpt alleles, and the
homogygous adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt alleles were confirmed
by Southern blot analysis (12). We chose these T1 segre-
gants and examined the base changes in the segregants by
direct sequencing of the 6.2-kb PCR-amplified fragment
with primers F8 and R8 and the 1.1-kb fragment with
primers F7 and R7 (Figure 2D). As expected, plants
with the homozygous Adh2/Adh2 alleles and those with
the homozygous adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt alleles bore the
wild-type sequences and base changes, respectively, as
indicated by the respective filled and open circles as well
as sequencing chromatograms at S19, whereas those with
the heterozygous Adh2/adh2::hpt alleles carried base
changes heterozygously, as indicated by the grey circles
as well as a sequencing chromatogram at S19. Since the
analyzed lines #3 and #5 are the Type 2 recombinants and
the line #7 is the Type 4 recombinant, we also examined
two homozygous adh2::hpt/adh2::hpt T1 plants #1 and #2
in Type 1 and one such T1 plant #4 in Type 3 (Figure 2D).
The results further confirmed that the targeted alleles
adh2::hpt in the T0 heterozygous Adh2/adh2::hpt plants
were segregated into the homozygous adh2::hpt/
adh2::hpt T1 plants. We can thus conclude that the base
changes introduced by GT are stably transmitted to the
next generation.

T-DNA integrations promoted by non-homologous
end-joining and homologous recombination

In Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, T-DNA
appears to integrate randomly throughout the plant
genome as a single molecule or multiple sequences ligated
with each other in various orientations, and T-DNA inte-
gration is mediated by non-homologous end-joining
(NHEJ) processes (14). It has been well-established that
a single-stranded T-DNA molecule is imported into the
plant nucleus and becomes double-stranded (15). While
the integration of multiple T-DNA sequences is thought
to be mediated via double-stranded T-DNA intermediates
(16), intermediates for the integration of single-copy
T-DNA remain debatable (14). The majority of the ran-
domly integrated single-copy T-DNA molecules are
known to contain the entire T-DNA segment with a
well-conserved right-border and a left-border sequence
that is either conserved or truncated by a few to around
100 bp (17,18). In our gene-targeting procedure with posi-
tive–negative selection, the two constitutively expressed
DT-A genes at both ends of the T-DNA segment adjacent
to its border sequences acted effectively to eliminate trans-
formants carrying entire T-DNA segment(s) integrated
randomly and enrich targeted transformants among the
surviving calli (7,12). Because the gene carried by
T-DNA is expressed rapidly soon after T-DNA becomes
double-stranded before integration (19), the transient
expression of the double-stranded DT-A gene is thought
to kill host plant cells (1,5,20). It is thus assumed that, in
the calli that lead to successful GT in our rice system, the
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complete DT-A gene coding regions with their promoters
in the introduced vector must neither become double-
stranded nor be transiently expressed before integration
(5,20). Thus, either single-stranded or truncated double-
stranded T-DNA molecules without the DT-A sequence
must serve as intermediates for successful GT (Figures 3
and 4). In the former case, single-stranded T-DNA inter-
mediates are likely to be coated with numerous VirE2
proteins (14,15); it would be interesting to examine
whether these VirE2 proteins affect the GT processes. In
the latter case, such truncated double-stranded DNA
likely can be produced by random priming initiated
at a homologous segment between the positive and nega-
tive selection markers. The DT-A gene region at the 30

terminus of the imported single-stranded T-DNA remains
single-stranded and is eventually removed by introduc-
ing a nick at the homologous single-stranded part.
Alternatively, the single-stranded nick is introduced first,

and then random priming starts at the remaining homo-
logous segment. Before the DT-A gene at the 50 terminus
of the imported single-stranded T-DNA becomes double-
stranded, another nick is introduced to remove the 50

DT-A gene, which results in the truncated double-stranded
T-DNA without the DT-A sequence (5).
It is known that base sequence divergence, including

base substitutions in the homologous segments of a
vector introduced by electroporation into mouse embryo-
nic stem (ES) cells, reduces the GT frequency drastically
(21,22). Similarly, base sequence divergence (single base
substitutions) between homologous segments led to a sig-
nificant reduction in the frequency of somatic intrachro-
mosomal recombination in transgenic Arabidopsis plants
(23,24). It is thus intriguing whether the introduction of 13
and 8 base changes in the 6.2- and 6.0-kb Adh2 homolo-
gous segments of pJHYAd2, respectively (Figure 2A),
would cause a significant reduction in the GT frequency,

Figure 3. DSB-induced GT processes with a single-stranded T-DNA intermediate (A) and a truncated double-stranded T-DNA intermediate (B and
C). The 50 ends at the targeted DSB sites in the plant genome are recessed, and one of the resulting 30-ended single strands can anneal with a
homologous single-stranded T-DNA sequence (A) or invade a truncated homologous double-stranded T-DNA region (B) to initiate new DNA
synthesis to copy the hpt gene and its flanking region. The heteroduplex region may be expanded by annealing (A) or branch migration (B). The 30

part of the newly synthesized strand then hybridizes with the homologous region at the opposite side of the break, as postulated by SDSA models
(30). The subsequent DNA synthesis in both strands and ligation results in non-crossover TGT recombinants. In successful GT with positive–
negative selection, the entire DT-A gene regions with their promoters at the ends of T-DNA in the introduced vector must neither become double-
stranded nor express transiently (see text). Alternatively, both 30-ended single strands from the targeted DSB sites in the plant genome may invade
truncated homologous double-stranded T-DNA regions, and the heteroduplex regions may be expanded by branch migration (C). New DNA
syntheses are initiated to copy the hpt gene region followed by the formal DSBR model (C-1) or the simple SDSA model (C-2), as described
previously (29). Note that only one of two alternative resolutions of the double Holliday structure in the formal DSBR model is illustrated. The
horizontal thick grey and thin black lines indicate the single-stranded plant and T-DNA strands, respectively, and their arrowheads represent their 30

ends. The thick black arrows indicate newly synthesized strands. The filled and open circles represent the base changes in each strand of pJHYAd2
and the corresponding genomic sequences, respectively. The configurations of the DNA strand in (A and B) are drawn in conformity with those in
the formal DSBR or simple SDSA models (C). A mismatch correction must occur in the resulting heteroduplex regions.
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which was reported to be 1.9� 10�2 per surviving callus
(12). Unfortunately, we do not know the GT frequency of
Adh2 with no base alterations because all of the available
data concerning the GT frequency of Adh2 were obtained
in experiments using pJHYAd2. Since a comparable
GT frequency of 9.4� 10–3 per surviving callus was pre-
viously obtained in the Waxy locus, in which the vector
used carried 6.3- and 6.8-kb Waxy homologous segments
without any base changes (11), it is tempting to speculate
that the GT frequency of Adh2 with no base alterations
may not drastically differ from that with the 21 base
changes: 1.9� 10–2 per surviving callus (12). Because
double-stranded DNA molecules appeared to serve
as intermediates for both GT in mouse ES cells and intra-
chromosomal HR in Arabidopsis (21–24), the question of
whether the reduction of the HR frequencies caused by
base sequence divergence has anything to do with the
involvements of double-stranded DNA intermediates
could be asked.

Chromosomal double-strand break-initiated
gene-targeting processes

The introduction of DSB in the plant genome greatly sti-
mulates the integration of transgenes flanked by homolo-
gous sequences on T-DNA introduced into the DSB site,
and both anticipated true gene targeting (TGT), generated
by double homologous crossovers and one-sided invasion
(OSI), resulting from one homologous crossover and
another NHEJ at the target locus, were observed (25–28).
To account for this observation, DSB-induced synthesis-
dependent strand annealing (SDSA) models (29,30) have
been proposed: one of the 30 single-stranded ends of the
genomic DNA at the DSB site serves as a primer to initiate
DNA synthesis with either single-stranded T-DNA
(Figure 3A) (25) or double-stranded T-DNA (Figure 3B)
(26) as a template. When the newly synthesized DNA
molecule can anneal to the 30 overhanging homologous
sequence on the opposite side of the plant DNA at the
DSB site, the resulting recombinant is TGT. If the newly

Figure 4. DSB-independent GT processes with a single-stranded T-DNA intermediate (A) and with a truncated double-stranded T-DNA intermedi-
ate (B and C). One-end invading SDSA models (A and B). The broken 30 end of the single-stranded T-DNA without the DT-A sequence (A) or one
of the double strands of the T-DNA intermediate without the DT-A region (B) invades and hybridizes with the homologous plant genomic DNA,
and branch migration occurs to form a heteroduplex region. Subsequently, the hybridized plant DNA is nicked and elongated to copy the single-
stranded T-DNA template including the hpt gene region, and the synthesized strand anneals with the complementary plant DNA strand. As in
Figure 3, mismatch correction occurs in the heteroduplex regions, and non-crossover TGT recombinants are produced. In a two-end invasion model
(C), two 30 ends of the double-stranded DNA may invade the homologous genomic DNA region and the subsequent formation of long hetero-
duplexes at the flanking homologous regions of the selective hpt gene without DNA synthesis, as postulated by Li et al. (40). Cleavages and ligations
at the sites indicated by the open arrowheads as well as those at the sites indicated by the filled arrowheads result in non-crossover TGT
recombinants, and a mismatch correction must occur in the heteroduplex regions. Symbols are as in Figure 3.
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synthesized DNA molecule failed to anneal with another
homologous end, however, NHEJ at the second crossover
would result in OSI. In the simple SDSA model (29), both
of the 30 single-stranded ends of the genomic DNA at the
DSB site can invade homologous regions of the truncated
double-stranded T-DNA intermediates to initiate DNA
synthesis [Figure 3(C-2)]. Subsequently, newly synthesized
DNA molecules are displaced from the template and
anneal to each other, and the continuous DNA synthesis
and ligation result in TGT. In the formal double-strand
break repair (DSBR) model for the generation of non-
crossover TGT recombinants [Figure 3(C-1)] (29), the con-
tinuous DNA synthesis and ligation result in two Holliday
junctions, which can be resolved by cleaving and ligating to
yield non-crossover TGT.

We postulated in Figure 2 that apparent double cross-
overs in the major GT events occur at both ends of the
homologous segments; two crossovers occur >10 kb apart,
outside of S1 and S21, in Types 1 and 2 recombinants. In
each case shown in Figure 2, DNA synthesis of long T-
DNA sequences including the hpt gene and subsequent
incorporation into the genome are postulated to be
involved in producing TGT; therefore, gene conversion
events in Type 1 are explainable. For the recombinants
in Types 2, 3 and 4, a few sequences from the host
genome are flanked by the sequences derived from
pJHYAd2, and such an arrangement can be found in
both the 50- and the 30-JF regions (Figure 2). Generation
of the recombinants with these arrangements can be
explained by the mismatch correction of heteroduplex
molecules formed between the genomic and introduced
T-DNA sequences (29–31). If all mismatches in the hetero-
duplexes formed were corrected into the vector T-DNA
sequences, the recombinants in Type 1 could also be pro-
duced. The results for recombinants #3, #5, #8 and #0C
(Figure 2B) indicate that the formation of long heterodu-
plexes, rather than the initiation of DNA synthesis, can
often occur, and such heteroduplexes must be formed
either by hybridization between two single-stranded mole-
cules or by branch migration after invasion of the 30

single-stranded end into a double-stranded homologous
region (Figure 3). Since the hpt gene and its flanking
regions in the recombinants must be copied from the
T-DNA template, the observation that the hpt-adjacent
region (S11–S16) in each recombinant is originated from
the vector sequence may be the result of such DNA synth-
esis. The proposed models in Figure 3 suggest that regions
near the crossovers tend to form heteroduplexes, although
we cannot determine the actual crossover sites in the indi-
vidual recombinants obtained in Figure 2B if the occur-
rence of the heteroduplex formation and subsequent
mismatch corrections are considered. It is known that
the T:G mismatch that arose through deamination of
the 5-methylcytosine residue tended to be corrected to
C:G (32). The C:G pair at S17 originated from the geno-
mic sequence was observed in five recombinants (#3, #5,
#6, #7 and #8) while its flanking sequences were derived
from the vector (Figure 2A). If the T:G mismatch at S17
occurred in the heteroduplex, it would be efficiently cor-
rected to C:G unless the mismatch was resolved by repli-
cation. Therefore, the observation at S17 appears to be

consistent with the notion that mismatch correction
occurred at S17.
As the point mutations carried by a vector were effi-

ciently transferred into the rice genome, gene conversion
was observed over the entire region examined (S1–S21),
including the hpt gene in Types 1 and 2 and at long tracts
of the vector sequence in Type 3 (S1–S16) or in Type 4
(S4/5–S21). This observation appears to be in contrast to
the fact that major DSB-induced conversion tracts were
reported to be bidirectional and usually shorter than 100–
300 bp when double-stranded DNA molecules served in
HR with the genomic homologous sequences in yeast
(33), Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (34) and mouse
ES cells (35). Since DSB-induced targeted integration of
a double-stranded transgene with a homologous sequence
introduced by particle bombardment in maize was
reported very recently (36), it is intriguing to ask whether
similar short and bidirectional tracts could be detected in
most homologous recombinants obtained by these experi-
ments in plants. It would also be interesting to examine
whether such short and bidirectional tracts could be seen
when a chromosomal DSB was introduced at a predeter-
mined site in the Agrobacterium-mediated rice gene target-
ing system with positive–negative selection. According to
the models illustrated, no heteroduplex would form in the
simple SDSA model involved in the annealing of the newly
synthesized DNA strands [Figure 3(C-2)], whereas a long
heteroduplex would likely be produced in only one of
the two homologous regions flanking the hpt gene in the
formal DSBR model [Figure 3(C-1)]. Thus, neither the
simple SDSA model nor the formal DSBR model appears
to account for the generation of the Type 2 recombinants
in Figure 2B.
While we have postulated double crossovers and subse-

quent heteroduplex formation in Figure 3, the possibility
of the occurrence of multiple crossovers without hetero-
duplex formation could not be completely excluded. For
example, template switching during break-induced replica-
tion (BIR) initiated by only one-ended DSB was shown to
occur in yeast, and such template-switching events were
postulated to take place by multiple rounds of strand inva-
sion into the homologous double-stranded DNA region
followed by DNA synthesis and dissociation from the
template (37). Because it has also been postulated that
BIR is suppressed when DSB has two 30 ends (37) and
because the conservative gene conversion processes
described in Figure 3 are likely be more frequent events
than template switching under the two-ended DSB condi-
tion (37), we regarded such a template-switching model
to be plausible but less likely to explain the observation
in Figure 2A.

Chromosomal double-strand break-independent
gene-targeting processes

Several DSB-independent SDSA models for T-DNA-asso-
ciated HR may account for the efficient transfer of base
changes along with the long heteroduplex formation and
mismatch correction (Figure 4). One model is a single-
stranded T-DNA intermediate model: the 30 end of the
single-stranded T-DNA without the DT-A sequence
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invades and hybridizes with the homologous double-
stranded genomic DNA, and new DNA synthesis is
initiated from the nicked genomic DNA to copy the
single-stranded T-DNA template (Figure 4A) (20). This
model is derived from a microhomology-initiated model
for T-DNA integration (17,18), and the 30 end of the
single-stranded T-DNA invades the region with complete
homology (instead of microhomology) in the genome. A
long heteroduplex can be formed by branch migration
rather than DNA synthesis after the invasion of the 30

terminus of single-stranded T-DNA without the DT-A
sequence. Before branch migration stops at the hpt
sequence, where heterology begins between the genomic
and T-DNA sequences, the hybridized plant DNA is
nicked and elongated to copy the T-DNA sequence
including the hpt gene region. Before the DT-A sequence
near the right border becomes double-stranded and the
DT-A gene is expressed transiently, the newly synthesized
DNA is displaced from the template T-DNA and
annealed to the complementary 30 overhanging genomic
DNA strand in the manner shown in Figure 3A. The pro-
cesses result in TGT, and two long heteroduplex tracts are
formed at both hpt flanking regions.
In yeast, one strand of the transforming double-

stranded DNA segment was reported to be assimilated
into the homologous genomic sequence to form a long
heteroduplex subjected to mismatch correction (38).
Although the details of the molecular processes remain
obscure, the phenomena appeared to occur only in certain
mismatch repair-defective mutants, and the transforming
double-stranded DNA molecules used contained no large
central heterologous segment, as noted by Longston and
Symington (39). Nevertheless, a possible pathway for the
assimilation of a single-stranded DNA would be similar to
that for the invasion of a single-stranded T-DNA inter-
mediate (Figure 4A and B). In wild-type yeast using
a transforming double-stranded DNA molecule with a
large heterologous selective marker gene in the middle of
the molecule, invasion of two 30 ends of the double-
stranded DNA molecule into the homologous regions of
the genomic DNA was found to be the dominant process
for GT (Figure 4C), and the assimilation of single-
stranded DNA was a minor pathway (39). Comparable
results, which have been interpreted as the invasion of
two 30 ends of the double-stranded DNA into the homo-
logous genomic DNA region and the subsequent forma-
tion of long heteroduplexes at the flanking homologous
regions of a selective marker gene, were also reported in a
mouse hybridoma cell line (40), as illustrated in Figure 4C.
In this model, no DNA synthesis was postulated to occur
during HR processes, and cleavages and ligations near
both ends of the heterologous hpt sequence yielded
TGT. It remains to be studied whether the presence of
two copies of the negative marker gene DT-A affects the
alternative pathways in Figure 4B and C.
Because a single-stranded T-DNA molecule is imported

into the plant nucleus and becomes double-stranded (15),
we have presented and discussed several possible models
in which intermediates for successful GT are either
single-stranded or double-stranded T-DNA molecules
(Figure 3 and 4). While, among the models described

here, one of the simplest processes involved in TGT for-
mation appears to be the model for the invasion of a
single-stranded T-DNA intermediate (Figure 4A), both
single- and double-stranded T-DNA molecules may
serve as intermediates in parallel in our gene-targeting
system (5). However, we do not yet know which pathway
serves as the major pathway for successful gene targeting
with positive–negative selection in rice calli.

Implications for rice functional genomic studies

Almost all of the obtained primary transgenic plants with
the targeted modifications by our procedure with positive–
negative selection were found to carry only one copy of the
transgene with the anticipated structure in the heterozy-
gous condition, and no associated ectopic events could
be detected (7,8,11,12). We have shown that point muta-
tions carried by the vector were efficiently transferred into
the rice genome (Figure 2B). Subsequent elimination of the
positive hpt marker by either a site-specific recombinase or
a transposase (41,42) could feasibly generate transgenic
rice plants containing point mutations without a positive-
selection marker. Such ‘clean’ knock-in mutations devoid
of selection markers through the elimination of the selec-
tion markers using site-specific recombinases have been
generated in transgenic mice (43–45), and an important
genetic trait conferred by a single-point mutation in
mouse was obtained in this way (46). We also found that
a few host genomic sequences are flanked by the point
mutations derived from the vector in most of the recombi-
nants characterized, which can be explained by the mis-
match correction of heteroduplex molecules formed
between the genomic and introduced T-DNA sequences.
The observation may facilitate the development of loca-
lized mutagenesis within only the homologous regions.
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